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New orleans east hotels

Jumping into main contentNew Orleans was home to some of the first luxury hotels in the country, and this legacy of high-quality hospitality is still evident today. Along with magnificent outposts from major hotel chains, there are dozens of beautiful independent properties that evoke the timeless nature of this historic city. The French Quarter remains a
perennially desirable place for accommodation, but the neighboring Central Business District has seen a wave of new properties open in recent years, and other areas are attracting visitors for their ability to get out of the way and bring something fresh to the scene. Here are our selections for the best hotels in New Orleans.Click the link for our complete New
Orleans guide.$ Readers' Choice Awards 2018The fingers above is an action in the trade of this part of the Lower Garden District, but the name of local architecture hero Henry Howard gives this building an additional seal of approval. It's a relatively new property for New Orleans, but it's already carving a name for itself thanks to the comfort levels of the
rooms and the impressive levels of service. The front room, with its Italian details and decadent golden trim, promises a hard-to-leave place after early evening snacks. Make a reservation$ Readers' Choice Awards 2020Of all the boutique hotels that have landed in New Orleans in recent years, none get into the bones of the city like this. Beyond the heavy
mint-green doors, the lobby smells like gardenias. It is bright, airy, colorful, with a canary yellow check-in counter and an equally bright welcome. The Ash NYC star design team has revived the former 19th-century Catholic church, school, convent and rectory in the boho Marigny neighborhood, just northeast of the French Quarter and a walk from the
trumpet-clarinet tones of Frenchmen Street jazz epicenter street. As with other Ash NYC hotels, the Dean, in a 1912 clergy house in Providence; The Mermaid, filling a Renaissance building in Detroit, this place is meant to double as a destination, with sophisticated common spaces begging to sit with a chicory café or a Sazerac. In a city of sensory overload,
the Peter &amp; Paul Hotel is the anti-Bourbon street, where bedding is crisp, and a little austere, like a convent summary, and the crowd at your Elysian Bar, brought to you by the Bacchanal homegrown wine bar, is a kind of European house party. Making a reservationA complementary property to the neighboring National Museum of World War II, The
Higgins is difficult to suss at first. The outside building has an intense, almost modern Gothic look, which gives way to an Art Deco and retro aesthetic inside. The lobby is huge, with a floor-to-ceiling mural looming over the reception area. Period chandeliers and endless tastefully arranged artifacts complete the look. Even if you're not fully transported in time,
you're of the serious respect that is being paid. Make a reservation$$ Readers' Choice Awards 2019This 18th-century Creole cottages are clustered around a pool on a quiet stretch of the French Quarter (if you could imagine such a thing). You are not here to hang out at the hotel (in addition to the pool, there are no public spaces). You're here for privacy;
these rooms are some of the oldest buildings in New Orleans, and the sense of privacy is second to none. Make a reservation$ Readers' Choice Awards 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020A attention to design details and value for money make The Pontchartrain Hotel a must for anyone without fear of lying outside the French Quarter. There is a timeless elegance on
the outside, a style that had not changed since the 1940s, which is carried to the lobby, with its crimson and emerald nuances, challenging analog lifts, golden mirrors and gold leaf details. For unparalleled views of the city, head to the rooftop bar, Hot Tin, which is as busy with locals as guests (always a good sign). Make a reservation$ Hot List 2017
Readers' Choice Awards 2017, 2018, 2020As the brand shapes the demographics or demographic forms of the brand, you are firmly in fashion conscious creative territory in the new Ace Hotel New Orleans. (Although NOLA is stubbornly outdated, so it's less annoying than it might be somewhere else.) The exterior of the hotel is quite indescribable, as are
most office conversions occurring in the city's central business district. Inside, however, there is a melancholy Art Deco atmosphere. Young and beautiful people hang around the rooftop pool, while the live music venue 3 Keys is jumping on weekends. Make a reservation$$ Hot List 2020A stratified, tactile, kaleidoscope like this – pro outfit Ace – could only
exist in the Big Easy. New Orleans is an amalgam of cultures and languages and stories, says Kelly Sawdon of Atelier Ace. It's rich and complicated and a little messy in a beautiful way. The address is Ace's second in town, and a number more intimate, extravagant and narrative than his more formula brother across the street. A collaboration between Atelier
Ace and Shamshiri Studio, based in Los Angeles, has taken over a former annex of the town hall built in 1908 and filled it with a traveling steamer of curiosities. The lobby, with its twin stairs, Art Deco lights and reception directly outside The Grand Budapest Hotel, is Golden Age Europe. The living room, an Egyptian adventure with hieroglyphic artwork, while
the breakfast room (huge windows, parquet floors and wall coverings bespoke) feels like a Parisian bistro to stay on noir coffee and beignets. And in the rooms, the navy's bright blue bed frames and white sheets are layered with curious details, from coffee tables engraved with zodiac symbols to sculpted snake handles sculpted through the shower doors.
Finally, a place that ingeniously distills the bohemian hedonism and mysticism of New Orleans into a gloriously designed gem. —Paul OswellInsider Tip: There's a bar inside a bar for hotel residents: push back one of the library shelves to reveal a bijou lounge that's excitingly exclusive. Doubles from about $400Make a reserve$$ Readers' Choice Awards
2019The Eliza Jane, a former printing factory, has some industrial modesty. But in the lobby, you're suddenly surrounded by a bold European twist with rustic colors and tiled floors that transport you from the commercial environment of the central business district. This is an atmospheric and evocative property with a European atmosphere that adapts to New
Orleans, something not seen too often. The courtyard, with an artistic water feature, is a perfect place for an evening cocktail. $$ | Readers' Choice Awards 2018, 2019, 2020 It's not every day you can stay in a converted warehouse, but this bold independent boutique hotel offers just that opportunity. The Old No. 77 Hotel &amp; Chandlery, right on the edge
of the CBD, is marked by a nice retro sign. Exposed bricks and dark wood floors may feel like running from the mill these days, but reflective lighting and rotating exposures elevate the interior design scheme. The hotel features the Compére Lapin Caribbean Brasserie. Make a reservation$ Readers' Choice Awards 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020There is an
immediate sense of exclusivity when entering the hotel court, secluded as it is from the surrounding city center. Entering the lobby, the huge oil paintings and floral arrangements offer an elegant, almost real atmosphere that stands out in this casual city. Local society giveens with colorful hats and seersucker costumes are sebanchanded beyond you as they
gather for afternoon tea service at Le Salon right in front of the main lobby. The hotel is a unique experience in New Orleans, British high society brought to the Big Easy.Make a reservationThe troubadour is a welcome addition to the hotel renaissance of the Central Business District, offering an aesthetic of modern design that is unusual for this traditional
city. The exterior of the office block of the 1960s is not seen out of place in the CBD, but inside it is all retro chic patterns and futuristic abstract sculptures. The rooftop bar, Monkey Board, rivals anyone in the city with its creative cocktails, bar food and city views. Downstairs, Jayne Restaurant is one of NOLA's best-kept gastronomic secrets. Book $ Readers'
Choice Awards 2017, 2018, 2020The Roosevelt New Orleans, A Astoria Resort is the epitome of a classic city hotel, with more than a century of history in the imposing building. The provenance of the hotel is celebrated throughout the hotel, from the renovated Sazerac Bar to its original glory, to the prevailing, prevailing lobby, with golden pillars, bright
marble floors and huge crystal chandeliers that frame the bustling crowd of guests and lobby staff. Make a reservationThe Jung Hotel is nothing if it is not imposed, resting as it does in an entire block of New Orleans city. There is a real sense of grandeur as you enter through the marble corridors and in the huge lobby, which features modern grey chairs and
Art Deco chandeliers. Our Deluxe King boasted a harmonious mix of bright, contemporary colors such as whites and yellows. The space felt cleverly designed, with comforts camouflaged so as not to disturb the aesthetics; for example, a safe hidden in a desk drawer. $ | Readers' Choice Awards 2017, 2018Surated by the spooky cacophony of Bourbon
Street, the hotel is a bit of an oasis with Art Deco décor, contemporary art and truly stunning floral arrangements. Because it's on Bourbon Street, he sees a steady parade of tourists and visitors looking to stay in the heart of the action. If possible, and it's your kind of thing, get a balcony overlooking Bourbon Street. What you'll see out there is better than
anything you find on TV. If you are going to stay in Bourbon, this is the place to be... especially walking down Bourbon Street, fatigued by adventure, in the fresh air and relative calm of this historic building. Make a reservationThe exterior of Cambria integrates perfectly with the surrounding warehouse district, which is marked with red brick and high windows.
Modernity continues within the gleaming lobby, which features polished tiled floors, neon signs and contemporary armchairs. Deluxe King Rooms are evocative and moody in all the best ways, with wooden floors and drip-ish printed wallpaper. The furniture is elegant, with colorful motifs on the back of the chairs, a leather-coated bench and elegant screens
on the bedside tables. Make a reservation$ Readers' Choice Awards 2017, 2018, 2020The elegance of the old school of the architecturally elaborate entrance of the Hotel Monteleone leaves no doubt about the stature of this fine property, dating back to the 1880s. There is a sophistication in sculpted marble, a grandeur that continues in the busy lobby and
public spaces. We booked a functional and pleasant room with period touches such as curtains and chandeliers. The palette features yellows and browns in real-looking stripes, and the luxury bed was a welcome bonus.$ Readers' Choice Awards 2017, 2018, 2020The palatial Maison Blanche building was an elegant department store for most of its
existence, re-built in the 1980s the New Orleans outpost of the Ritz-Carlton. Today it is one of the most popular stops for any note visitor, from politicians to professional sports teams, one that offers the quality, hospitality and luxury of the brand. Our king room with city views was as traditionally luxurious as you could The period-inspired décor is sophisticated
without feeling outdated: embroidered headboards, elaborate curtains and velvet armchairs. Make a $$ Readers' Choice Awards 2017One of the few modern hotels in the historic French Quarter, the W stands out while still hiding its secrets beyond its front yard. At the front, the windows offer a look at the elegant lobby, living room, as reception area, and
restaurant inside. The backyard area is the main attraction of this hotel. The charming pool itself is surrounded by a dozen cabanas, perfect for relaxing on a hot New Orleans summer day. Make a reservation$$ Readers' Choice Awards 2017, 2018, 2019The French Quarter does well the historical aesthetics, but also highlights some more modern buildings,
including the Mazarin Hotel, which has a Mediterranean touch that complements the century-old Spanish architecture around it. The location, just one block from Bourbon Street, is as central as it gets, so it's perfect for exploring restaurants and nightlife, as well as all the major attractions of downtown New Orleans. It feels like a European-style oasis right on
the bulk of it. Make a reservation
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